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For Dummies. Paperback. Condition: New. 408 pages. Large corporations like IBM and Oracle are
using Excel dashboards and reports as a Business Intelligence tool, and many other smaller
businesses are looking to these tools in order to cut costs for budgetary reasons. An effective
analyst not only has to have the technical skills to use Excel in a productive manner, but must be
able to synthesize data into a story, and then present that story to help make a decision. Microsoft
shows its recognition of this need through Excel. In Excel, there is a major focus on business
intelligence and visualization. Excel Dashboards and Reports For Dummies, 3rd Edition fills the gap
between handling data and synthesizing data into meaningful reports. It offers quick and accessible
information to show readers how to think about their data in ways other than columns and rows.
What are the most meaningful ways to show trendingHow do you show relationships in data When
is showing variances more valuable than showing actual data values How do you deal with outliers
How do you bucket data in the most meaningful way How do you show impossible amounts of data
without inundating your audience In Excel Reports...
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ReviewsReviews

This pdf is really gripping and intriguing. it was actually writtern very completely and beneficial. You wont really feel monotony at whenever you want of
your time (that's what catalogues are for about in the event you request me).
-- Ms. Gracie Nicolas-- Ms. Gracie Nicolas

A very awesome ebook with perfect and lucid information. It is really simplified but unexpected situations in the 50 % of your pdf. I am pleased to let you
know that here is the greatest book i have study inside my very own lifestyle and can be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- Noah Bruen-- Noah Bruen
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